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The problem with jewish problems, is that oftentimes they pose as solutions.

Example: Christianity destroys every fundamental Pagan value that was life giving.
After the damage from the virus is done, it poses again as the solution. When this
solution is adopted, the damage done is multiplied.

This is like a toxic partner, coming to you again and again, to make "everything
right". After about 20 attempts of trying to make "everything right", one can be as
destroyed,  that  they  don't  care  about  anything  anymore.  This  is  how  jewish
programs work, as they are inherently adopting parasitic practices.

First and foremost, Christianity damns the memory of the Ancestors, the importance
of  the blood,  and the bright  advanced future that  Pagans did seek,  and all  the
values that cause procreation to flourish, such as life and glory.

The Abrahamic recommendation of how Europeans should deal with their women,
is incompatible with the European spirit,  and also, the soul  of  women and men
fundamentally. This is why it's always rejected, and if imposed, it backfires so bad,
that we get to see the next fruits of this corrupted seed, such as Feminism and so
on. People literally try to flee this from all directions from centuries now, and jews
have been exploiting this to ruin us further.

In this state of sinking, people are asked to "procreate", but effectively, all they are
asked is to brainlessly generate slaves. Of course, most women are lost today,
because with the lack of the above values, having babies within the current jewish
socio-economic  environment,  and  doing  this  indiscriminately,  can  cause  non-
pleasantries in the life.

Of course, NOT having children, also causes non-pleasantries in life. One major
problem  of  this,  is  heading  straight  into  extinction  as  a  collective.  These  are
secluded from the eyes of people, no different than the values above.

Then the 70 IQ christian comes in, and tells everyone to basically shove their cock
anywhere and just have kids. Really smart of them. That will solve a lot, they think.
But in reality, it solves nothing. In fact, the programmed christian does this: make
the issue appear even more repulsive, and deter people from actually looking at the
issue to solve it.

An example here is, when we are talking about the birthrate issues of the White
Race, the "Traditionalists" [xians and xian minded individuals] commonly say that
it's  "women's fault"  that don't  "want" to have babies,  or that they are becoming
"whores" and so on.
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These asinine arguments are based on the first lie of Christianity - that everything is
the  fault  of  females.  In  effect,  emasculated  and  unnatural  xians,  are  afraid  of
women and femininity, and their major disconnect from this concept in life, makes
them blame it like the devil for them being defunct in many levels.

They also have other ideals such as "pro life", which is basically the idea that a
woman must always, no matter what, give birth, even if it was not consensual, if it
was a retard, if it has down syndrome, or if her husband is not going to be available,
or whatever. Naturally, half the woman population in the United States, find these
repulsive. That is normal, because these are not proper ideals.

And what does the jew do? They promote the other extreme: maximum denial to
have  kids,  copulation  with  other  races  since  the  White  race  is  left  without
procreation values or proper understanding, and who knows what else, just observe
society.

As with the adoption of any jewish lie, if it looks good on the surface, like Feminism
or many other jewish plots do, or MGTOW, it describes actual symptoms of society
and humanity,  but the way to solving these is not this way. In fact,  when these
jewish paths are followed, they cause the doubling or tripling of these problems.

An example, the more Feminism expands and attacks males, this will increase their
hate. The more "pro life" forces itself down the throats of people and recommends
they breed retards, the more women will be repelled and go to the left wing and
deny this instinct.

These reactions, are reactions of self-preservation. The jews know this, and they
abuse this mechanism to make people do the wrong decisions in their society and
life.

The  above  lie  that  "women  are  at  fault"  exclusively,  is  nothing  else  than  an
extrapolation of these:

1. Poor understanding of the world.
2. Oversimplification of a very serious topic.
3.  Ignoring  socio-economic  reality  as  it's  being  shaped,  same  as  civilization
advancement that is taking place
4. The xian underlying program that hates females and hates sexuality, in particular
because they cannot understand it.
5. Incel fearful writers that don't understand women, and could never really deal
with them in any realistic way.

Then, these "Traditionalists" go one step further, and say that the way out of this, is
to just "Put women in their place", and in effect, turn them into some sort of xian
lifeless zombie, that will only give births.

This manifests the work of the Jew: Women hate on the traditions. And why?



Because  these  dumb  fucks,  don't  impose  any  tradition  on  them,  but  only  the
Abrahamic tradition, which is naturally repulsive to our people and our race.

All  of  that  mentality  has  occurred  and  is  straight  out  from  the  dogma  of
"Abrahamism".  Xianity  is  only  interested  in  the  procreation  of  more  and  more
slaves, and like all Abrahamic religions, it never takes a spherical view of affairs.

It  cares not about the people,  their  future, nor their past. Just  for them to keep
procreating slaves, no matter the cost for them, and without any social provision.
This is why the Pope in Europe, is quick to kiss the feet of all his refugees, when
they invade. He does not care from where the slaves come, he only cares that they
come.

It is therefore convenient for these people, to blame everything "on women", and
the ideal man of this religion is either a brainless brute, or a diseased incel fuck,
that is the perfect "Saint".

Neither are of course, capable or responsible fathers, warriors, or any other actual
male archetype. All they represent is a cuck or a jewish brute crucified upon the
crucifix.

The men and women who actually build families and have kids, always seem to do,
in the United States, completely outside of this context.

Yes, some may go to church and so on, but the reality is, before going to church in
Sunday, they are fucking in the truck on Saturday, "before marriage" and so on,
because  you  know,  we  are  human  beings,  and  who  cares  about  "Christ",  his
"Marriage" clauses, and whatever else?

That would send them into hell, but they are busy going to heaven instead, and
they saw no Christ at all into that heaven this Saturday.

The jewish egregore of christ, is just hovering around human life, taking credit for
everything positive that it does.

The stupidity and radical inequality of the thinking process of jews, that destroys
civilizations, is reflected in all the "pro life" ideology. While, being partially correct, is
also partially entirely false.

According to them, down syndromic offspring, bad husbands, quality of life, none of
that matters. Just get out that servant of "God" and if he is retarded or crippled, all
the better! Christianity needs material to justify its existence with!

When  these  people  are  penning  theories  about  how  one  is  to  promote  one's
species, it's all going to get bad. They are unhealthy, stupid, and diseased. Their
simplicity of brain is below the task of solving a matter such as let's say, the issue of
birthrates of White people or something.



At the same rate, the natural volition of White people, has always been to balance
births with quality of existence. You can have 10 trillion destitute people that live like
greys.  Alright,  the  species  has  been  "Guaranteed"  to  exist.  But  what  about  its
quality of life?

The expanding of life without a plan on how it's going to fare, is a lot like cancer out
of control. The Nations and people's that adopt this, bring misery onto their people,
and this misery disallows for the other half  end of  what should be the case for
human beings: Their development.

White people and in particular White women, even if their mechanisms of their mind
have been affected by jewish mindwashing, unconsciously understand that.  The
thought  of  a  woman that  wants  to have kids,  is  not  the mere procreation of  a
species [this is the idea of the man in general on the subject], but the woman, on an
instinctive level,  is  already thinking of  the birth,  the taking care of  her,  and the
existence of resources and so on to embark into this.

This same mechanism of seeking luxury and other physical stability, was brought
out of context in combination with rampant selfishness and low spiritual awareness,
but also poor instincts. Just open Instagram and see what is going on with girls
there, and you will understand. It's a mixture of the traditionally female processing
mechanisms, going haywire.

The same going haywire on men's mechanisms was activated in other intervals of
human history,  or  is  now active  in  places  like  for  example,  our  recent  Taliban
controlled Nation. Over there, people are going to subjected to tyrannical energy
from now on, and will probably exist even lower than they did before.

Most of the imbalances between male and female relationships, did emerge from
spiritual ignorance which is rooted in Christianity, and the spiritual ignorance this
brings inside us and about ourselves.

With  poor  understanding  of  ourselves,  or  our  species  in  general,  it  becomes
impossible to create anything. The species that manage to create something great
or big, will eventually destroy it through lack of understanding to maintain it.

Other peoples may not be able to even create anything and destroy themselves on
very basic levels of existence, and way before something is actually made.

The Christians you will hear telling you, that the way towards family or sustenance
of life, is through "Christian Values". But in reality, they never opened the bible. If
they did they would find the following:

1. Rabbi Jesus recommends destroying your family to follow the jew
2. Celibacy, and therefore, no procreation or testing out if  you match [recipe for
damned marriage]



3. The human body is considered defiling, if your eye causes you to look at the
woman, pluck it out, oy vey.
4.  Christianity  promotes  superstition  and  stupidity  [add  mass  stupidity  to  large
masses of people, and you'll see the results as we see them today].
5. Christianity abolishes any rule of any "Good offspring", espousing the birth of
retards and the worst of the worst as "beautiful gifts from God".
6.  Only  one form of  relationship  is  approved,  and that  is,  forced monogamous
relationship. If this marriage "Breaks", under "God", both are going to roast in hell of
course, for denying their slave god.
7. The ramifications of infinite births are not cared for in christianity. Why? Because
it's a slave program. As far as it's concerned, you have to breed like a fucking retard
- the quality of births or civilization is not needed.
8. Coupled with the above, the fact that humans aren't worth shit, is a major theme
in the bible,  same as misogyny and the  reduction of  a  woman into  nothing.  A
woman that  is  reduced  into  nothing,  or  illiterate,  is  the  most  sureproof  way  of
reassuring that offspring will be unsupported.
9.  A false  "Abrahamic"  patriarchy  [the  disease  of  which  broke  all  connections
between men and women in modern societies], is espoused. Jews used this jewish
virus they imposed on people, to promote the next upgrade to this virus, Feminism.
10. The general message of Christianity, is one to deny earth, "earthly treasures"
and anything of the sort. Then, why should one even bother with family?
11. The acceptance of every mistake, such as for example, prolific brainless births
in the 3rd world, is loved by Christianity. More slaves for the pope I guess.
12. Incel, celibacy, or being a neutered and dead fuck, are all desirable "Qualities".

Needless to say, the above is only instructions on how to destroy a sane civilization,
and lead it to slavery. Christians approve of any and all birthrates, despite of quality
control, civilization measures, or anything of the sort.

We lived to see the manifestation of this applied logic in every 3rd world country.
Also,  the  proliferation  of  birthrates  without  predictive  powers,  would  only  make
happy a bunch of slave masters. This is why Islam also, recommends to people
they breed indiscriminately and to all directions.

Civilization  building  done  in  any  proper  fashion,  implies  that  births  have  to  be
fruitful,  but they have to focus on the recreation rate for a civilization, but also,
quality of such births. The human being needs a situation where they can reach an
advancement.

Christianity completely denies the quality control of this, let alone the balance a
civilization needs to take. This adopted insanity has crashed almost all of the 3rd
world,  but  it's  also  present  in  the  rampant  "Charity"  that  Europe  is  doing
everywhere, only to get invaded with more and more people, simply because others
don't really care about birthrates, and their Nations can't provide a reasonable level
of existing.

The above, happened because everyone was fucking left and right, an there was
poor ability to use this labor and living force, to actually create a civilization that



people would want to be part of. Europeans managed after a lot of evolutionary
struggle to achieve that, but they are now going to kill themselves in the opposite
direction because of jewish mindwashing, which is a birthrate reduction situation, if
ongoing trends continue.

In  the  same  way,  the  "Christian  Traditionalist"  perspective,  does  not  take  in
consideration the individual needs of human beings, which are the catalyst of not
only birth,  but the quality of  the mass of  the civilization, and the offspring. This
involves education and everything else. Christian values also devalue the female,
and therefore, approximately more than half of our civilization.

Women, are naturally repulsed by these ideals, and they are not compatible with
them, nor they have ever been in any Pagan civilization. The argument that they
have had adopted some norms at "some time", such as being solely a housewife, is
because  also  the  range  of  decisions  for  a  woman  due  to  lack  of  social
development,  was  already  too  low.  The  same  goes  for  men.  Many  men  for
centuries couldn't study because they grew up in very small villages. This changed
with time, for example.

The above is not a result of a "Christian success" or anything of the sort, but just
how the world was then, and how it is now.

Now, in regards to this, traditionalists also misinform that Hitler turned women into
breeding machines or whatever of the sort. That is the most stupid thing I have ever
read, but coming from Christians, their stupidity is always leaving me in awe every
single day.

In our world today, women are extorted with these two decisions,  often leading
them to decision 3:

1. Leave your dreams and your life behind [and also engage yourself in an unstable
life of potential poverty], and gamble your way into a bunch of not mature men, and
have "kids". This doesn't look like a reasonable decision from a risk and suffering
standpoint, and therefore, many women, even those who want to be mothers, are
bound to wait for other circumstances to arise, which thanks to the jewish socio-
economic system, might never arise.

2. Have kids early and pray that it all goes well. Also risky.

3. Don't have anything at all, use whatever little time you will have and resources to
maintain your personal existence, and remain alone or whatever of that sort. This is
actually the least risky choice, as it involves only personal risk.

As it should be evident, the incentivized approach to take any of these choices,
forces most women to go for 3. In fact, even caring women who would love to have
children, are actually forced to take decision 3, despite their desires or efforts. This
is a majority of women who want to actually have kids, but circumstances haven't
led to this.



Women  who  are  unsupported  by  the  government,  or  just  about  anyone,  and
oftentimes, even their own families, how can they exactly embark into this very risky
choice? They cannot.

Hitler and the National Socialists, also did legalize abortion. This is not something
many people know, but yes, they actually did legalize abortion, which made many
Christians of the time, go crazy over this. Of course, Nazis were accused for doing
this at the time, as "Criminals" that "wanted to kill babies" by the Jews.

Jews also say it was annuda shoah in regards to Nazi Germany, to hide the fact
that actually women were free to abort,  which is a major stabbing of the jewish
leftist agenda. Now, the jews are posing with the same ideology, trying to play smart
for actually recognizing this right to women, but they are about many decades late.

It was understood, that if a woman doesn't really want to have children, she just
can't have them. And if she can't have them, she won't want them. And bear in
mind, we are in the 1935's now, where in most Nations, even the idea of this was
not entertained. Women had far less rights in many other Nations at the time.

In effect, forced birth, would create would be a child that is not feeling loved and not
being  welcomed  to  the  world.  This  is  not  a  good  advancement  strategy  for  a
society.

So yes,  way  before  your  favourite  leftist  group  did  this,  the  NS  had  approved
women's right to abortion. This is because, except of the promulgation of life, one
has to also consider the quality of such life. How is it going to live, exist, survive?
What about the parents? Society?

Hitler made the decisions as following for civilization:

1. Become a mother [single or how you want] and have excessive state income,
honor in society, your babies, and exist in a free and secure manner. Good choice
for survival. I also believe women were given free things like houses and so on,
after having 3 babies, and they were also tax exempt alongside other benefits.

2. If you form a family, the State will boost your husband with higher pay so that he
takes all the toil of labor, and that you can, if you want, stay at home.

3. If you don't, you can still follow career and everything, but one's position will be
equal to that of a man, and therefore subject to the menial suffering men have to
undergo everyday. Some women who didn't want to live the life of a mother opt for
this choice.

Needless  to  say,  none  of  the  above  choices  would  kill  anyone,  and  all  look
reasonably good to take. This is called using positive incentive in society. We don't
know  what  this  is  anymore,  because  the  jews  only  torture  people  to  do  bad
decisions.



The Jewish system, at the same time, not only LIES about where these choices
lead, but is in effect, shoving people's life into one choice, with all means possible,
from brainwashing, to mere financial slavery.

One could go on and on. Needless to say, many "Traditionalists", promote the idea
that returning to the jewish values, is going to solve anything in the White Birthrate
or our "Traditions". They also try to mix these with "National Socialism" or other
places, such as ours here, but it simply doesn't stick.

This post should explain why this is not the case, and where this idea comes from.

Asking women to randomly procreate, is a retarded thing to ask them, because at
the way things are, without State help, or financial help, or proper family unit, or
without  money,  it's  as  if  asking  them  to  pull  the  trigger  on  themselves.  Jews
manufactured society to be like this, very carefully, and with decades of work.

If these issues were out of the way, with proper Satanic Government, the majority
would be literally desiring and wanting to have kids on their own accord. We will
need  to  say  nothing,  neither  to  dictate  things  to  people.  Just  lay  out  a  better
structure of society for them that will support them, and they will do the rest for their
own benefit.

Doing something in your life, returning to the previous subject, can also happen on
the appropriate timeline. The reason why many women in the West decide to have
kids late, is because they want to get sorted other particular needs that pertain to
SURVIVAL, and then hopefully get an opportunity to get married and have kids.

All  these  social  instabilities,  are  instabilities  that  manifested  themselves  first
spiritually, but also financially in civilizations. For example, the idea that individuals
need to be paid below levels reasonable for their existence, is exclusively a jewish
ideal.

While many women are told this was done to "Free them" in a way, in fact, this was
only done to free the jews. If you want to see original woman hating, just look at
jews and their religious tenets.

Jews had enslaved men for doing labor, and they thought to themselves after a
point:  "This  goyim is  rejecting  xianity  and trying  to  get  a  balance between the
women. This is our opportunity. Make women work too so that we have twice the
labor power in our hands."

And so it happened, because of also history and socio-economic realities.

We could go on and on here. What I want to conclude, is that the idea that women
don't  do  this,  or  that  women  have  exclusive  responsibility,  is  errant.  The
responsibility is shared.



Men  also  have  responsibility  that  they  don't  want  to  assume.  Women,  from a
natural standpoint, are not entitled by anyone nor they have to forcibly be with a
man, nor there is some sort of guarantee men will be getting women at all, unless
of course, they have achieved specific things.
These things could be just normal things, just as having a job, or being reasonably
normal looking and so on.

Women and men have their own obligations which "Entitle them" to access to the
opposite gender and also procreative ability or lack thereof. For women, this tends
to be "easier" to access, but this is only because many men aren't doing their lifting
at all.

Men, are equally responsible for the failing birthrates, as there are women. Also, in
the absence of natural masculine force within a civilization, the imbalance is going
to  happen  by  default.  This  is  not  the  fault  of  females,  because  it's  not  done
consciously, but is a natural outcome of what is going to happen.

Having jews in your civilization is going to also turn this into an even worse event.
In fact, we would never be facing the issues of extinction birthrates, if it wasn't for
jews, despite of what set of values we would be following that has been practiced in
the past.

The "Return to Christian Values" poses only a danger to the future of birthrates to a
people, and is an enemy for their quality of existence and life because it refuses
quality and denies all values of how people are going to be after this. This "return"
is only a "return" to the hands of a jew that everyone already detests, and women
above all.

The only thing this will achieve, is just to continue a world that is in contrast with the
inherent Pagan Soul of Europeans and other Gentiles, and in the case of the first, it
has not worked in the past.

Spiritual  Satanism and anything coming out of it,  is to take reality and the best
provisions in consideration, not just bullshit.

In this case, to only live to procreate one's self and have no aim at existing, is a life
without worth and value. This type of existence would be satisfying to the xians.

Spiritual Satanism would instead be answering not only this, but why? Because of
Ancestors.  Because  of  the  love  of  new  life.  Because  of  sharing  a  wonderful
civilization with the next generation. To not lose our labours for aeons. To build
somewhere and become as the Gods.

These things are more tentative to make people to want to keep existing, rather
than all the messages projected during this failure of an era.

When Truth is  spoken,  it  can also make itself  make sense easily.  It's  not  very
difficult.



Lastly, in contrast to the "Christian Right Wing" and other things, Spiritual Satanism
does adopt nature and accepts nature as it is. At the same time, we believe the
opposite  of  what  the  xians  do,  because the  xians  are  anti-nature.  We want  to
advance on the natural blueprint, too.

Since this is a big topic, this is not surmised here entirely, but I just wanted to give a
general idea of approaching the subject.

Do not listen to the enemy, they are lying to all of us. The outcomes of these lies we
are seeing by its fruit.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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